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Abstract
This article provides a brief commentary on the methodology surrounding controlled clinical trials, the growing
trend of centers conducting multiple controlled trials (i.e. “factory science”), trial workload measures, and possible
relationships among workload, especially excessive workload, and mistakes, mishaps, deviations, violations, or just
plain slippage. Findings are reported for each factor or measure included in an incremental algorithm designed to
provide a numeric score for clinical trial workload. This algorithm was developed in the interest of quality assurance
as part of program evaluation through an Oracle Delphi process by a study group of subject matter experts who
work with a substantial number of clinical trials in an international cancer center in Houston, Texas (UT-MD
Anderson). At a minimum, the algorithm also reflects the complexity of the issues surrounding the clinical trial
workload and the conduct of clinical trials in general. Unlike previous measures reported in the literature, it may lack
in simplicity for expedient use as a tool for informing management, although it provides comprehensiveness and
accuracy and lends itself more to scientific testing. Future avenues of study are considered.
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Introduction
Controlled clinical trials, specifically research studies comparing the
use and non-use of drugs and devices, are commonly considered the
gold standard for evaluating new medical interventions [1-10]. They
accurately test, validate, improve on, and advance the generalized body
of scientific knowledge and inform and extend available medical
treatments [1,3]. Thus, despite the inherent risks, such clinical trials are
the keystones for treatment and scientific progress [1,3].
Nevertheless, the integrity and safety of this research has been
questioned due to scandals regarding lapses in study implementation,
neglect, non-observance of details, errors and oversights, noncompliance, and deviations and violations [11-20]. However,
confidence in the integrity and safety of medical intervention research
is crucial for continued sponsorship, funding, and participation and
advancement of medical science [11,12,18-22].
A common industry-wide contention is that an upper threshold
exists on the number of multiple and different responsibilities to which
workers must attend [23-27]. Beyond that threshold, the potential and
certainty increases in terms of mistakes, mishaps, deviations,
violations, or just plain slippage [23,25,26,28]. This does not include
staff turnover due to overwork and burnout. Put differently, the greater
the workload, the more sophisticated and complicated the work, the
greater the probability something will go wrong, or terribly wrong, and
in medical care the unthinkable will happen with patients. The same is
no less true with controlled clinical trials. (Note: concerns have even
been voiced about mistakes and oversights in the scientific publications
arena of peer review in that reviewers and editors are overwhelmed
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and overworked with a plethora of complicated and sophisticated
study reports leading to poor science slipping through [29]).
Increasingly, the trend in controlled trial research appears to be
consolidation into centers specializing in particular disease fields and
populations conducting multiple, similar controlled clinical trials. The
same study staff is expected to support increasing numbers of studies
simultaneously. A 2017 review of clincaltrials.gov data revealed, for
example, that approximately 8,500 active trials were conducted in the
United States alone, with 2,750 or 33%, being Phase 1 or 2 trials (the
more complicated, sophisticated, and risky). Simply put, the trend has
been increasing in the direction of “factory science.” About 169 centers
conducted six or more trials, with a median of 10 and a maximum of
128. Clearly, there is the potential for a violation of the psychological
maxim of the rule of 7s as applied to the conduct of science [30,31].
The general rule of 7s refers to a psychological “rule” or management
principle suggesting that humans can successfully attend to no more
than seven basic stimuli-for-response or responsibilities at any one
time [30,31]. After that, they must juggle and will eventually
experience errors and breakdown; the more stimuli-for-response or
responsibilities added, the more the juggling increases, with a
consequent rapid decrease in the time to errors and breakdown
[30,31]. Based on the clinicaltrials.gov data, many center staffs are
responsible for clinical trials exceeding the number recommended by
the rule of 7s. Even when they do not exceed that number, the nature
of clinical trials can be extremely demanding and this can only be
compounded with reduced staff when austerity measures are
instituted.
First, the median number of clinical trials conducted at centers is 10.
Second, the workload involved with clinical trials can be highly
demanding. Thus, the rule of 7s may even be insufficient for setting an
upper limit; nor can it be relied on as a threshold for when
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circumstances become overwhelming and risky in terms of patient
safety, thereby degrading scientific integrity and ultimately sabotaging
successful study accomplishment [23,24].
To control the trial workload from a management standpoint,
Goode et al. [32] developed an acuity scale (scored between 1 and 4)
that depends on a pooling of several factors representing trial
complexities, multiplies the number of patients by the score, then
assigns scores to variously skilled nurse study coordinators. They
found this beneficial in terms of rebalancing workloads through
routine monitoring. They noted that their acuity score was a beneficial
but rudimentary and limited managerial tool for addressing some of
the harmful effects of excessive workload stress. However, they also
acknowledged that it might be an oversimplification, likely fails to
include important and relevant factors that influence workload, and is
not a good measure for evaluating the different amounts of influence
particular factors have and the constellation of those factors on workproduct quality. As a first but critical step toward a more accurate and
comprehensive estimation of “how much is too much,” a more detailed
algorithm was derived for estimating clinical trial workload. The
purpose of this commentary and research brief is to report on that
algorithm and elaborate on the reasoning behind the development of
the different factors used in it. Once a more comprehensive and
accurate measure of clinical trial workload is approximated, the next
step can be broached, specifically, relating that measure to a threshold
where too much workload impinges on quality assurance, study
integrity, and patient safety.

Method
To devise an algorithm to approximate clinical trial workflow, the
study employed the Oracle Delphi [33-35] process. The process was
used among a study group of subject matter experts who were tasked
with coordinating the conduct of approximately 30 complex,
sophisticated, and complicated Phase I/II cancer treatment trials as
part of a department in a major international cancer treatment hospital
center. The crux of the method was including group judgment and
response as more valid than individuals’ judgment and response alone.
This also covers for shortfalls where precise prediction has yet to be
established. In addition, it avoids the time-consuming expense of
conducting large-scale surveys that only test rather than develop. The
study group developed a preliminary algorithm based on that used by
Goode et al. [32], a review of the literature on workload measures
applied to controlled clinical trials, and their own individual
experiences. This was then circulated for discussion and revision
among the study group members until consensus was reached.

Findings
The Oracle Delphi process resulted in the development and
refinement of the following additive algorithmic model for
approximating controlled clinical trial workload per worker and the
factors constituting workload. The model is additive in that each factor
combines into a total workload score and the higher the score, the
greater the workload. In some instances, factors are weighted
according to how they ultimately affect workload (Figure 1). This also
provides some insight into the dynamics of how clinical trials operate.
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Figure 1: Clinical trial workload algorithm.

Number of Studies
The number of studies represents a crude measure of the amount of
overall workload per worker which, as Goode et al. [32] noted, is
present and primary in all measures of clinical trial workload.
Nevertheless, for example, one worker might have six Phase 2 studies
with two patients in them but only monitor the patients monthly.
However, another worker might have only three studies, but these
studies may be Phase I and have six very medically unstable patients in
each study, with the patients receiving a drug with many serious side
effects on a weekly cycle. Using only the number of studies, the
workload in the former would sensibly be deemed higher but in
actuality the latter’s workload would far exceed the former’s.
Number of patients actively receiving the treatment+( Number of
patients being monitored/2)
The study group’s reasoning was that actively treated patients must
receive far more (double) attention due to sequels related to their
experimental treatment and possible instability. In contrast, monitored
patients not receiving treatment and those minimally maintained or at
the point of receiving standard of care only need half as much time and
attention.

Average number of procedures per cycle
The measure for average number of procedures per cycle is for all
studies assigned to a worker. This can be easily assessed in clinical trial
protocols in the schedule of events and orders for procedures. The
reasoning here is to distinguish, for example, a worker who has 12
studies with monthly cycles with an average of three procedures from
another worker who has only two studies but an average number of 24
procedures and weekly cycles. The latter’s workload far exceeds the
former’s though the former’s might appear to be higher.

Average sum of study phases
The average sum of study phases uses the study phase metric shown
in Table 1; the number scored per trial is inversely proportional to the
number phase type for a study trial. The study group’s logic was to
show that the lower phase study trials are more complicated and
demanding in that they have more sophisticated procedures with more
unstable patients. Thus, for example, a worker who has three Phase 1
trials, two Phase 2 trials, and one Phase 3 trial would have an average
of 4.6.
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This average provides an incrementally weighted score that is
proportionately inverse based on combining and averaging study
phases. The problem with this measure is that the vast majority of
centers conducting multiple trials conducts mostly Phase I and II trials.
So, this measure would discriminate between a worker conducting
mostly Phase I trials and another conducting mostly Phase II trials.

Sum of cycle types weight
The study group noted that the measure for sum of cycle type’s
weight is a reflection of the increasing complexity and oversight of
trials, especially those that are not initiated by the center sponsor. For
example, some trials have daily cycles whereas others have weekly or
monthly cycles. This weights the entire algorithm score for the sum of
those cycle values, as shown in Table 3.

Phase I

6

Phase II

4

Daily

4

Phase III

2

Weekly

3

Phase IV

1

Monthly

2

Greater than monthly

0

Table 1: Clinical trial phase type metric.

Table 3: Cycle time periods.

Worker experience level*
The study group’s reasoning was that a more seasoned worker can
accomplish more and this ability should be factored into the composite
picture of workload. Put differently, experienced workers’ workloads,
though substantial, would be considered far less because their degree
of work competence is much higher and performance tasks are
automatic for them (i.e. “they have been drilled”). This measure uses
the metric in Table 2. The score is proportionately inverse to the
amount of workers’ experience. So, for example, a worker with little or
no experience would receive a higher workload score of 8, whereas a
veteran worker with 14 years of experience would receive a workload
score of 0-that worker knows the job. (Note*: Remarkably, the study
group never considered education level as a factor in experience. In
terms of workload, what counted was actual length of experience doing
the work).
8+ years

0

5-7 years

2

1-2 years

4

0-1 years

8

Table 2: Worker experience level.

Average number of potential drug /device side effects
The measure for average number of potential drug/device side
effects applies to all studies assigned to a worker. This can easily be
assessed in clinical study trial protocols published in the investigator
brochure or the study protocols. The study group’s logic was that the
more the side effects spread over studies, the more complicated the
studies are and the greater the workload.

Novice patients vs. veteran patients
The study group’s consensus was that a weight should be added for
each novice patient. Specifically, a patient new to the medical care/
hospital system in which the trial is conducted should be counted as
two patients as opposed to a veteran patient. The reasoning was that
new patients need far more attention and shepherding.

For example, a worker can have one study with daily cycles, one
with weekly cycles, and four with monthly cycles for a total score of 15.
The study group recognized that sometimes the time period of cycles
does not fit neatly; for example, some studies have cycles on the 1st,
8th, and 15th days or the 1st and 3rd days of 28-day cycles and those
are considered weekly studies. Thus, sometimes approximations or
“force fitting” and judgment calls are made using the metric table.
Studies that merely monitor patients every several months would be
assigned no numeric value using this metric. This measure was of one
the study group probably struggled with the most and it may need
further refinement.

Institution or investigator initiated vs. outside sponsor
initiated studies
Finally, the study group’s reasoning was that outside sponsorinitiated studies must receive far more (double) attention time and
effort due to coordinating logistics and the sponsors’ unfamiliarity
with the center’s systems, dynamics, operations, and even
organizational culture. These studies are assigned a numeric value of 1
and, counter intuitively, inter-center investigator-initiated studies are
assigned no numeric value.

Discussion
Although the algorithm is more detailed and complicated than
simple acuity scores based on accumulated factors [32], it
incrementally incorporates the major factors identified as contributing
to controlled trial workload in a way that would be expected. One issue
is that it is a comparative score at this point. However, without more
data points, it lacks a range with upper and lower parameter values.
Nevertheless, the algorithm as a social artefact alone also reflects the
complexity, breadth, and depth of a rapidly evolving field, the range of
the issues surrounding clinical trial workload, and the conduct of
clinical trials in general. Put differently, the score paints a
comprehensive picture of the different factors and their additive effect
(i.e. tangling up and piling up), even with a low number of studies
and/or patients. This is at least worth considering in light of the trend
toward factory science, namely, a substantial shift to centers and
continuous flow production involving conducting more trials along the
same lines and using roughly the same staff.
What the algorithm reported herein lacks in simplicity for
expediently informing management, it gains in accuracy and lends
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itself more to scientific testing. The algorithm reported is preliminary
and not the be all and end all; it is reported to stimulate discourse on
how much eventually is too much. Its features can be easily
incorporated into electronic spread sheets for comparative measures of
individual clinical trial workloads to achieve re-balancing and fair and
equitable workload distribution as well as inform and advance quality
work product, trial integrity, successful trial accomplishment, and
patient safety.
More importantly, this is a first step toward eventual correlation
between workloads and factors representing clinical trial deviations
and violations that can degrade patient safety-though this is an
extremely sensitive subject. The problem in studying and reporting
risks to patients is a tacit admission that patient safety is in some way
compromised, which might not necessarily be the case. Nevertheless,
to achieve this eventual objective will involve conducting a statistical
modelling analysis of the factors in the algorithm and the resulting
scores to determine which factors statistically significantly align with
and how they predict measures of patient risk (as well as which ones
drop out). This will also provide some notion about a metric or
threshold (i.e. “how much is too much”) above which a high
probability of work quality being sacrificed is and patient safety being
compromised. Simply put, there is much more work to be done.
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